
 

 

 

In this project, I composed a kind of orchestral music that crosses all boundaries, a perfect blend of 
Portuguese soul, fado, tango, jazz, worldmusic, classical and film, with themes that are super direct 
with very strong melodies and touching all people, it's not music made for a restricted audience of 
jazz, but to be presented at  all festivals  of worldmusic  and alternative music. The project is played 
by 6 excellent musicians, and shows a super melodious music full of orchestral arrangements and 
with  very elaborated ''nuances''. The concerts we have  been given , has had immense demand with 
rooms full and super enthusiastic audiences with what they hear , with many people say it will be one 
of the few national groups with the possibility to make a career out there 

 



Pedro  Madaleno is considered one of the most active jazz musicians in Portugal a prolific composer 
and an excellent teacher , having taught much of the current generation of Portuguese musicians. 
With a super productive career , he studied several years in the US, with some of the jazz legends , 
and brought knowledge to Portugal , which it shared with other musicians and music students . ... 
Besides being a great player and jazz composer , he composes also music for documentaries and 
alternative music of various styles. 
 
Recent Videos from my new Worldmusic - jazz group , which will be recording  and releasing a  a 
CD at the end of May and will be on  tour by  summer 2015 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_-lkZu9UuU&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szbg0_OoZcc&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twqganseY2o&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KohEgOCvOZ4&feature=youtu.be 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v30TjADHvBc  

 

GROUP: 

Pedro Madaleno, guitar, composition , João Barradas - accordion, Diogo Vida - piano, João  David 
Almeida - voice, ac -guitar , percussion, Yuri Daniel- bass, Bruno Pedroso- drums. Also noteworthy 
the  huge talent  of 2 recent stars of the Portuguese jazz community , João Barradas ( world champion 
for classical accordion ) and João David Almeida. 

Pedro  Madaleno is considered one of the most active jazz musicians in Portugal a prolific composer 
and an excellent teacher , having taught much of the current generation of Portuguese musicians. 
With a super productive career , he studied several years in the US, with some of the jazz legends , 
and brought knowledge to Portugal , which it shared with other musicians and music students .... 
Besides being a great player and jazz composer , he composes also music for documentaries and 
alternative music of various styles. 

CONTACTS:   Pedro Madaleno   

91 471 6296 

21 460 3182 

...for more  info: www.pedromadaleno.com 
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PEDRO MADALENO 

            

        

PEDRO MADALENO (Jazz Musician,Composer-guitar and piano) 

 Studied in the school of jazz of the Hot Club of Portugal  (1981-1985). He studied 4 years of 
classical  piano and completed 6º year of musical education in the National Conservatory in 1984. 

 Studied in U.S.A. five years between  1986 and 1990, in Boston (Berklee School )and in NY (New 
School of Social Research- Jazz Program).He held scholarships on both schools . During this period, 
he  gave priority to study intensively with great musicians of jazz, being the main mentors Lee 
Konitz, Jim Hall, John Abercrombie, and Karl Berger, besides having studied with John Scofield, Ken 
Werner, Attila Zoller, Ted Dunbar, Harold Danko, Mark Helias and Hal Galper. 

While in school, he was colleague in the same ensemble with  Brad Mehldau,Chris Potter,Roy 
Hargrove,Peter Bernstein,Larry Goldings, Christopher Holliday...He has been growing up with this 
generation!! 

As  a Composer he studied intensively  in  U.S.A. (1987-1990) with Aydin Esen, Ken Werner, 
Anthony Davis and Karl Berger. He composes since 1986, having already compose  more than 350 
compositions for its groups and innumerable parts for different arts, videos, surrounding music, 
choreographies, etc. Currently he writes music under order for dance, video. 



 He played in " jam session " with Arnie Lawrence, Jimmy Cobb, Karl Berger, Andy Gonzalez, Roy 
Hargrove, Kenwood Dennard, Steve Laspina, Gil Goldstein, Victor Jones, Michael Carvin, Badal Roy, 
Hal Galper, Edward Simon, Peter Bernstein, Brad Meldhau and Joe Lovano, among others. 
 In its activity in Portugal, he is professor in several  schools  of Jazz . like Jbjazz, Estal, and was a 
former teacher of the Hot Club of Portugal since 1990. Hhe taught s  disciplines like 
Harmony,Guitar ,Theory of Gamalataki(rhythm method based on Indian music) Intervallic system of 
soloing based on the books of Nicolas Slonimsky and Jerry bergonzi,Composition and advanced 
Harmony,and he teaches worldwide workshops. 

He played  in diverse concerts: with Karl Berger in the Festival de Jazz of Lisbon 1990, and with Lee 
Konitz in the Hot Club in April of 1991. With his projects " Pedro Madaleno Grupo " and " Pedro 
Madaleno Trio " has been performing  in concerts for all the country, among which : Mostra de 
Tendências de Portuguese Art in the Picoas Forum in 1991, Festival de Loures 1991, Party of Avante 
1991, Meeting Acarte 1992, Festival de Jazz de Alcobaça 1993, Cultural Center of Belem (a concert 
for month of Abril 1993 October 1995), Hot Club of Portugal (more than 50 concerts), III Festival of 
Classical Guitar of Aveiro in 1996, Portuguese Society of Authors in 1994. He also  participated in 
diverse concerts with the brothers Moreira (Portugal, Madeira and Açores), with saxofonist Carlos 
Martins (Portugal, Angola) with the trompetista Laurent Filipe (Madeira, Porto,China, Palmela, 
Mother d'Agua - Lisbon, Festival de Jazz of Faro1993 and other cities  and also Pedro Abrunhosa 
(some concerts in 1990/91). In some of these events he was also professor in workshops  given for 
the local  musicians. To point out that " Pedro Madaleno Grupo " was the group of jazz chosen by the 
Secretary of State of the Culture in 1995 to carry through project Itinerâncias- one tournée of some 
concerts for the Açores and Alentejo.  

In 2002, he was comissioned to write a piece of music to present  it at  the 12th Jazz Festival of 
Porto.The concert was considered the best concert of year in Portugal,with a portuguese musician , 
at the site www.jazzportugal.net, the most famous internet site in Portugal. 

CD’s under his leader ship:’’Fast Living’’, ‘’Earth Talk’’’’Sound of Places’’ and ‘’UNderpressure’’ 

‘’Earth Talk’’ was considered also’’ A step forward in the Jazz made in Portugal’’ 

 Recent concerts : A,zoren Islands, Madeira, Angola, China , Mozambique 

He plays regurlarly in Germany,with concerts in Koln-StadtGarden,Hamburg-Birdland,Leverkusen 
Jazztage Festival 2004,etc… 
 
 

 

 

 

http://www.jazzportugal.net/


 

 

DIOGO VIDA 

 

  
 
Diogo Vida begins his studies in classical piano at the Conservatório Nacional in Lisbon, at age 14. At 
17 he starts playing professionally with pop music bands and attending jam sessions and 
masterclasses with portuguese and foreign musicians. While finishing his diploma at the 
Conservatório, he performs with several projects related to jazz and writes music for theater and film.  
In 2001 he moved to Porto to attend the degree in Jazz at ESMAE and resides in the city until 2006. 
Besides collaborations in many different projects, he forms his own group, writing and presenting 
original music in clubs and festivals across the country. In 2007 he moved to Barcelona, where he 
participates actively in the catalan music scene, performing in various clubs and theaters. 
  
In 2011, already in Portugal, he released the debut album Alegria, for Numérica record label. Alegria 
combines many tunes from the repertoire of his group and is very well received by the general 
audiences and press, and is elected one of the best portuguese jazz albums of the same year. 
  
In 2013 Próxima Estação is released, which features new music mostly for trio, for Sintoma Records. 
 



 
 
 

JOÃO DAVID ALMEIDA 

 
 

He was born and lives in Lisbon. After a degree in journalism and training in jazz guitar and 
classical singing, vocal jazz gained ground and became a predominant part of his route. After 
studying with Joana Machado, he graduated from the Lisbon School of Music, where he was 
mentored by Afonso Pais  Bernardo Moreira, João Paulo Esteves da Silva and João Moreira, among 
others. 
 
He shared the stage with some of the most important musicians in the national jazz scene, as João 
Paulo, Jorge Reis or Rita Maria, and also collaborated with some groups such as Barreiro Jazz School 
Big Band, the collective "Fragmentz" (Sara Serpa) or the ‘’Grua’’ project. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

JOÃO BARRADAS 

 

João Barradas is one of the most recognized young accordionists in Europe. At age 22 is the winner, 
in various categories, of the most important competitions in the world like Trophée Mondiale 
Accordeon, Coupe Mondiale Accordeon, "Citta Di Castelfidardo" Competition and many other prizes. 

He is one of the most distinguished voices on the accordion jazz scene nowadays working as a 
leader or sideman with names like: João Paulo Esteves da Silva, Sérgio Carolino, Nelson Cascais, 
Bruno Pedroso, Carlos Barretto, Paula Oliveira, João Moreira, Afonso Pais, Pedro Madaleno, 
Alexandre Frazão, Hugo Trindade, Marcelo Araújo, Ricardo Toscano, Bernardo Moreira, Gileno 
Santana, Joel Silva, Demian Cabaud, Rita Maria, Luís Candeias, Eduardo Cardinho, Yuri Daniel, 
Jacob Sacks or Sarpay Özçağatay. 

João was born in Portugal, Porto Alto, Samora Correia in February, 1992 and began to learn the 
accordion at the age of 6, at Music School of Samora Correia, at the age of 7 entered IMVM in 
Lisbon and the age of 9 entered the 2d grade of The Official Accordion Course, having as a teacher 
Aníbal Freire, 2 times World Champion of Accordion. João finished The Official Accordion Course 



with 20 average (Max classification). Since 2010. the preparation for Internacional and Nacional 
Competitions is done, in France, with the prestigious professor Frédéric Deschamps.  

 

Growing up as a child prodigy, his perfect pitch, sigh-reading and excellent technique gave him the 
opportunity to act in various concert halls among the most famous accordionists in the history, like: 
Friederich Lips, Viatcheslav Semyonov, Yuri Shishkin, Richard Galliano, Alexander Dmitriev, 
Grayson Masefield, Aydar Gaynullin, Jérôme Richard, Eugénia Lima, Mario Stefano Pietrodarchi, 
Aude Giuliano, Vitali Dmitriev or Eric Bouvelle. 

 

In spite of being young, he has taken part at many concerts: at The Maria Matos Theatre, The São 
Luis Theatre, The Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon, The Camões Theatre, European 
Concert at Jerónimos Abbey, Torre de Belém Concert, European Concert at The Belém Cultural 
Centre, the Concert at Noble Hall of National Conservatoire, Casa da Música (Porto), The House of 
Opera in Samara (Russia), Noble Hall of The Financial Ministry and many others. 

 

João worked his performance and technique with the most well-known international artists, like: 
Greg Osby, Mark Turner, Avishai Cohen, Jim Black, Viatcheslav Semyonov, Eric Harland, Nir Felder, 
Frédéric Deschamps, Carlos Bica, Miguel Zenón, Robin Eubanks, Matt Penman,Paulo Jorge Ferreira,  
Stefan Harris, Frank Mobus or Friederich Lips. 

As contemporary accordionist, João Barradas has collaborated with composers Pedro Carneiro,  
Nuno da Rocha, Dimitris Andrikopoulos, Vitorino Matono, Jarmo Sermila, Edgar Saramago, Tuomas 
Turriago, Joaquim Raposo, Etiene Crausaz, Filipe Melo, André Santos, Jon Hansen and Eugénio 
Amorim.Eugénio  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

YURI DANIEL  

 

Yuri Daniel was born in 1966 in Brazil. He settled  in Portugal in the 80s , where he attended , a 
scholarship , for the Jazz School of the Hot Club of Portugal in Lisbon. Since then he has collaborated 
with several names of Portuguese music . 
In addition to its own formations - ZêdiZastre , Fictions and Piazzollando - recorded with Rui Veloso 
, Dulce Pontes , Sérgio Godinho , José Mário Branco , Resistance , Amelia Muge , Maria João and 
Mário Laginha . Abroad framework collaborated with Paulo Moura , Cliff Korman , Rick Latham , 
John Stubblefield , Frank Colon, among many others. 
Participated in several jazz festivals , domestic and foreign . Integrated multiple workshops ,like   
Jazz Workshops Horta (Azores ) , Imaginazz ( Covilha ) , Something Jazz 2001 ( Aveiro) and second 
Jazz Workshop 2001_2002 in Faro. 
Currently , in addition to his own band ( ydBand ) , plays with several of the above names and he is 
the bassist  of  Jan Garbarek’s group, with  Trilok Gurtu , Manu Katché and Rainer Brüninghaus . 
In his CD, ( Yuri Daniel Quartet) has the support of Filipe Raposo (piano ) , Vicky Marques 
(percussion) and Johannes Krieger (trumpet ) . 
 



 

 

 

 

 

BRUNO PEDROSO 

 

Studied with established musicians on the national scene (José Salgueiro, Henry de Sousa, Manuel 
Costa Reis) and after attending the Academy of Music Amateurs and the Jazz School of the Hot Club 
of Portugal. 



Studied with drummer of Jazz Allan Dawson, recognized educator,and studied with Antonio 
Sanchez and Billy Hart, two drummers from different generations and influences, and drummer 
Kenny Washington, a reference in Mainstream Jazz. In 1998 remains half a year in New York, 
studying at school "Drummers Collective", and privately with some of the most important drummers 
of the world jazz scene, based in NY, such as Jordi Rossi, Jim Chapin, Carl Allen, LeonParker, Ralph 
Peterson Jr., Adam Nussbaum, Steve Berrios, Kim Plainfield and Bobby Sanabria. 

Since 1995 he teaches Dums and  Percussion at the Jazz School Luis Villas-Boas and JB Jazz 

Since 2009 Instrument Professor at the School of Music in Lisbon 

Since 2010 Professor of Instrument in Sines Arts School. 

Since 2011 Assistant Professor in the Master of Jazz at the University of Aveiro 

academic background 

He played and recorded with Portuguese musicians: 

Paulo de Carvalho, Joel Xavier, André Fernandes, Pedro Moreira, Nelson Cascais, Nuno Ferreira, 
Bernardo Moreira, Afonso Pais, Bernardo Sasseti, Joana Machado, John Paul Esteves da Silva, Jorge 
Reis, João Moreira, Lars Arens, Filipe Melo, Marta Hugon, Zé Eduardo, Bruno Santos, Paula Oliveira, 
Dudas, Jacinta. It is also invited to 

With international groups and musicians: 

Julian Arguelles, Chris Cheek, Ken Filiano, Peter Bernstein, Rich Perry, MiguelZenon, Abe Rabade, 
Nicholas Payton, Reginald Veal, Aaron Goldberg, Phil Markowitz, Ricky Ford, Chris Kase, Eli Degibri, 
Avishai Cohen, Antonio Farao, Peter Epstein, Bob Sands, Francois Theberge, Rick Margitza, John Ellis, 
Dave O'Higgins, Richard Galliano, Gregory Tardy, Perico Sanbeat, Jesus Santandreu, Ivan Paduart, 
Herb Geller, Sheila Jordan, Jesse Davis, Donald Harrison, Ben Monder. 

He played in many festivals worldwide, like Funchal Jazz Festival with the Big Band of the Hot Club, 
with Chris Cheek, and Quartet Joana Machado;Xôpana Jazz, with Spanish pianist Abe Rabade and 
Bruno Santos;Guimarães Jazz with TOAP COLLECTIVE, Jazz Festival Viana do Castelo with Richard 
Galliano,Jazz Festival Pond with Jacinta;Jazz Festival Valado de Frades with Nelson Cascais, Julian 
Arguelles and Carlos Martins;Braga Jazz with Paul Gomes and Marta Hugon, Jazz in August at the 
Gulbenkian with the Lisbon Improvisation Players Rodrigo Amado;Jazz festival São Luiz Zé Eduardo, 
Paula Oliveira, Laurent Filipe, Lars Arens; 

House of Music with Zé Eduardo;Jazz Festival Serralves with Nelson Cascais,Jazz Festival Portimão 
with Jacinta and Kiko, Other international festivals in the UK, Spain and Macau.    

 



 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL RAIDER 

 
  STAGE EQUIPMENT 

1 Mixer  of at least I2 tracks amplification with outer columns, 

enough for every concert hall where the group will play. 

Performing -monitors (for each player). 

-I Microphone to speak .. 

3-4 microphones to amplify the drumset. (2 overheads, 1 mic for  bass drum, 1 for  snare drum ) 

2 microphones for accordion 

1 acoustic grand piano 

Microphones to amplify piano 

1 microphone for voice and acoustic guitar 

 1 microphone for guitar amp 

 

CONDITIONS IN  THE CONCERT LOCATION 

Dressing rooms with bathroom for musicians,  sandwich buffet, snacks and cakes, and fresh-
Cocacola drinks, juices, water, beer. 

Stage protected from wind, cold and rain, heated if necessary, with electrical system able to handle 
the power of the appliance and synthesizers of the band, and protection against fires. 

 

 



STAGE SETUP

 
 

 

  



 

 


